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Company Introduction
Sisitech Limited is a software company registered under the companies law act of the Republic
of Kenya based at C4Dlab, Riverside Drive, Chiromo. The company was founded by four youth

in 2013 while still in University and was later incorporated in 2015.

Sisitech hones an array of skills which has constantly enabled it to deliver a wide array of software
solutions; each tailored to the speciﬁc needs of our clients. Some of these skills include:

Human Centered Design approaches (HCD), Software Design and Development, Business and
Information development, Hardware development and conﬁgurations, SMS & USSD
software implementation, Software Integration and Software Consultancy.

Since inception, Sisitech has been honored to

work with renown companies and organization

around the globe. Some of these clients include:

United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF);

On a delivery of a mobile-based application,

with ofﬂine and online capabilities that could track
and monitor the school attendance of children in

marginalized communities in Kenya. The project has been
a huge success and the pilot phase is ongoing.

Sisitech has also worked with The Nairobi Innovation Week

Committee in the management of the event through providing
mobile and web software solutions that saw a huge success of
the 3 consecutive annual events.
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Sisitech : Approach

Our Approach
Approach, Solution Design
Our approach features renown principles of design and software
development such as design for scale, optimized software designs, data
driven designs, secure systems, understanding of existing ecosystems and
continuous software support.

Design For Scale

Optimized Software Design

Our software solutions are

We offer minimalist software

designed to accommodate

designs, optimized to meet

growing data and future

your desired speciﬁcations.

expansion.

Data Driven Designs

Understanding Our Ecosystem

The solutions we provide

Our solutions are in harmony with

are informed by insights

the contemporary ecosystem, thus

gathered from analyzed

easing adaptation and ensuring

data points.

comfortable, efﬁcient usage.

Secure Systems

Continuous Software Support

Ensuring your information is

Our team offers reliable customer

protected is something that

support ensuring minimal software

we regard highly.

hitches during use.
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Sisitech : Services

Our Services
We offer software solutions to organizations in need of them which are usually
tailored to meet their speciﬁc needs. These services include :
Software Applications Development

USSD & SMS Applications

Corporate Branding & Design

Training (Workshops, Seminars)

Social Media Management

Technology Infrastructure Support
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Sisitech : Clients

Unicef Kenya

Digital Attendance Mobile & Web App
The goal of the application was to track Attendance,
enrolment and dropout of children across marginalized
areas in Kenya. The project impacted 300, 000 children
across the country.

Nairobi Innovation Week
Web & Mobile Application

The Nairobi Innovation week brings together partners
from government, private sector, development partners
and research centers with the aim of providing a
platform or showcasing and encouraging innovation.

Aim Consortium

(Adeso, Ihub & Mastercard)

Web Application

We exist to support inventors to develop
practical solutions and new ideas to prepare
for and manage drought.
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Sisitech : Clients

Africa Climate
Leadership Program

Web Application

Africa Climate Leadership Program (AfriCLP) is a grant
awards program that recognizes and incentivizes
individuals and organizations to build leadership
capacity in response to climate change.

Living Lab

Web Application
The Living Lab at the University Of Nairobi
is a co-creative space for researchers and
experts who have a common interest in
sustainable urban change.

Rayah Solar

Web & Mobile Application + Branding
Online referal monitoring platforms that allows customers
to monitor their solar production and consumption levels
as well as refer other potential customers.
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Sisitech : Clients

Adeso Africa

Management Information System
Supporting resilience building through efﬁcient
livelihoods interventions.

Code of Africa

Web Application
VST Plugin Development
CoA’s beats for building a business bridge between
tech talents in East Africa and the demand of clients
in the DACH market by contributing to job creation,
education and a more positive perception of (East)
Africa in Europe.

World Vision

Web & Mobile Application
we work with partners to improve livelihoods and
resilience, education & child protection, health,
nutrition and HIV/Aids, humanitarian emergency
affairs and access to water, sanitation and hygiene
(WASH) for children and their families.
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Sisitech : Clients

CIS Kenya

Website Development

Facilitating generation and use of accurate credit
information for the beneﬁt of all participants in the
credit market.

Flux Afya

Web Application
Streamlining the process of patient serivce,
staff and management of services in
hospitals.

Premier Realty

Website Development
we offer Estate agency, Letting & Management of both residential
and commercial properties, buying & selling of Land, Property
Development & Project Management on to value added
services like valuation, survey as well as consultancy.
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Sisitech : Partners

Our Partners
Partnerships & Collaborations
Our long term objective is to improve the ICT industry in Africa. To achieve
this, partnerships and collaborations with different stakeholders are vital.
Some of our key partners are listed below.

C4DLab
C4DLab is a prototyping and innovative startup
incubation lab at the School of Computing &
Informatics, University of Nairobi.

Africa’s Talking
They believe in supporting thriving
developer ecosystems through creating
collision opportunities making it easy for
learning and peer to peer mentorship.

University Of Nairobi
Research/Academic Partner.
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